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Content of this message:

- Publication of the updated "SMR7 – Participant Readiness" brochure
- Confirmation of introduction of SMR7 into the member test environment on 24 July 2017
- Introduction of SMR7 into the production environment scheduled for 23 October 2017

In SIX Swiss Exchange message no. 26/2017, SIX Swiss Exchange announced the mandatory SWXess Maintenance Release 7 (SMR7), which primarily implements regulatory-driven changes relating to the FMIA and MiFIDII.

This message provides participants with detailed information on business-relevant changes in SMR7 and confirms the start of the member test phase.

Participant readiness

Detailed business-relevant information on SMR7 can be found in the updated "SMR7 – Participant Readiness" brochure (English) published with this message. The brochure contains information about functional changes in SMR7 as well as details concerning the migration, testing phase and rollout. The brochure also contains links to other SMR7-relevant documents.

More information on the SWXess Maintenance Release 7 can be found on the SWXess Maintenance Releases (SMR) web page, on the dedicated Regulatory Changes microsite and in the Member Section of SIX Swiss Exchange.

Rollout

The member test phase for SMR7 has begun as schedule on Monday, 24 July. During this phase, all participants will be able to test their business-relevant processes, functionalities and applications.

SIX Swiss Exchange continuously strives to expand and improve its range of services and products, as well as its SWXess trading platform. Our participants are able to benefit from the improvements in SMR7, which guarantee ongoing efficient trading.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact Member Services:

Phone: +41 58 399 2473
E-mail: member.services@six-group.com

Links to SIX Swiss Exchange:

www.six-swiss-exchange.com | Member Section | Forms | Rules | Directives